The Billi story
At Billi, we design and manufacture a range of energy
efficient filtered water systems that offer our customers the
very best in innovation, superior performance and reliability.
For more than 20 years, we have maintained a commitment
to excellence and quality that is second to none. Our award
winning filtered water systems are preferred by Australian
designers and architects for their elegant styling and space
saving design.
Billi launched the world’s first underbench boiling & chilled
filtered water system in the early 1990s and was instantly
recognised as the premium product of choice because of its
high functionality, energy efficiency and space-saving design.
From that first product, our range has grown to include a
full complement of commercial and domestic systems now
available throughout the world.

Now you can have boiling and chilled
filtered drinking water on tap

Today, we continue to innovate. Our designs keep pace with
modern building techniques, contemporary interior concepts
and changing lifestyle choices. And importantly, all our
products continue to incorporate improved eco-technology
features.
From design to manufacture, distribution and installation,
every Billi water system is created to last. We offer premium
after sales assistance and product support, ensuring that
our valued relationship with our customers doesn’t end at
purchase.
Billi is fully Australian-owned and all Billi products are
Australian-made.
Billi’s environmental focus
There is no need to compromise your lifestyle to reduce your
carbon footprint. Billi is renowned for its eco focus, ensuring
our sustainable appliances go beyond water and energy
saving. We aim for low environmental impact and to enhance
the enjoyment of your personal surroundings.
A total quality commitment makes a Billi system Australia’s
first choice in water appliances – sleek looks combined with
impressive performance.
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Designed with you in mind.
The Billi Home range provides
you with the ultimate in
drinking water appliances.
Imagine the convenience of
an instant supply of refreshing
clean filtered water – boiling
and chilled.
Safety switch. All our Boiling and Chilled dispensers
come with an integrated safety switch. The red lock icon
demonstrates when the safety switch is activated, simply
press the switch to release the lock and allow full use of
boiling water. The system will revert to safety mode after 8
seconds of non use.
Splash free delivery. Electronic control of boiling water
delivery ensures user safety. The flow is momentarily slowed
as the water exits the dispenser, eliminating splashing as the
water enters the cup.
Recovering, recycling and saving. All Billi Boiling and Chilled
systems utilise the patented Billi Thermodynamic Heat
Exchange technology. A technological breakthrough in energy
efficient appliance design, this process uses change of state
technology to allow a large amount of heat to be absorbed
and stored. Typically this heat generated during the cooling
process is wasted to the atmosphere. Billi recovers this waste
heat energy to preheat the boiling water, enabling our systems
to achieve substantial energy savings.
7 day time switch. All Quadra systems have an inbuilt 24 hour,
7 day time switch which ensures the unit is running only when
needed and eliminating unnecessary out-of-hours power
consumption.
Stand-by mode. All Quadra systems also include an energy
saving standby mode that can be selected to activate after
a preset time of non use, enabling partial power down to
conserve power.
Eco intelligence. Our Eco systems incorporate new software
technology that automatically allows the unit to only operate
when required. The technology monitors daily usage patterns,
even recognising evening and weekend changes, which means
very effective minimization of energy consumption.
Space saving. With a design focus on space saving our Boiling
and Chilled systems are often half the size of comparative
underbench products, allowing you to make the most of the

available area. The Eco sets a new standard for space saving
at an amazing 180mm wide.
No cupboard ventilation. No cupboard ventilation grilles or
fans are required for our standard Quadra water cooled range
or the Eco. This leaves your kitchen cabinets looking much
cleaner and also allows for easier and simpler installation.
Automatic boiling water calibration. Because boiling point
varies by altitude, Billi systems identify the boiling point during
the start up mode and sets the temperature accordingly
to ensure your boiling water is as close to boiling point as
possible.

Levered dispenser option
The levered dispenser is streamlined and elegant. It is simply
operated with position-sensitive levers.

Adjustable chilled water. The Chilled water temperature can
be adjusted between 6 and 15 degrees Celsius to suit the
application and users taste.

Integrated font option
The new integrated flush mount font is the perfect addition
to the new tap creating the ultimate in modern, clean styling.

Premium filtration. Billi’s premium filters ensure that health
threatening pollutants and impurities such as sediment,
chemicals, heavy metals and pesticides are removed leaving
you with refreshingly clean drinking water, every time. Our
filter cartridges are exceptionally easy to change and can be
ordered online or through your local approved supplier.
Specifications
Instant Boiling and Chilled Filtered Water System
Product
Model
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Boiling
water
delivery
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water
delivery
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Chilled
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Boiling

Standby
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current
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Height
mm

Width
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mm

901000

Eco XL

10

90

60		

10

340

180

500

904010

Quadra Compact XL

20

100

150		

10

340

315

365

904060

Quadra 460 XL

60

180

175		

10

340

315

465

943010

Sahara 310 XL

10

90		

10

340

180

360

932120

Alpine 120 RS*

20		

10

340

180

460

* Dispenser Type XL Levered except for Alpine 120 with Round Slimline

Unlimited

120		

